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State verbs and action verbs

A States and actions

STATES

A state means something staying the same.
The flat is clean.
The farmer owns the land-
The box contained old books.

State verbs cannot usually be continuous.
wor@.

srerrs (simple tenses)

I think you're right. (= believe)
We have three cars. (= own)
I come from Sweden. (= live in)

I see your problem. (= understand)
Do yott see that house? (= have in sight)
This piaure looks nice.
She appears very nervolts. (= seems)
The bagweigheil fve kilos.
The coat fits. (: is the right size)

These examples with the verb be are about how people behave.

PER,IIIANENT QUALITY

Claire is a very sociable person.
Tlnt nnn is an idiot.

Some state verbs: be, believe, belong, consist of, contain, depend on, deserve, exist, hate, know, Iike, love,
matter, mean, own, need, prefer, remember, resemble, seem, understand

I  th ink/ l 'm thinking etc
Sometimes we can use a verb either for a state or for an action.

ACTIONS

An action means something happening.
lm cleaning the flat.
The farmer is buying the land.
He put the books in the box

Action verbs can be simple or continuous.
Heput / Hewas purting everything away.

AcrIoNs (simple or continuous)

fm thinking about the problem.
We're hm,ing lunch. (= eating)
lm coming from Sweden. (= travelling)
I trsually come on the plane.
NIark b seeing hb boss. (= meeting)
I see Daniel qr.ite often.
lm looking at this picture.
She appearedlwas appearing in n flm.
They weighedlwere weighing my bag.
fm fitting a lock to the winclow.

TELIPORARY BEHAVIOUR

Andrant is heing very sociable today-
You are being an icliot this morning.
(= You are behaving like an idiot.)

sHoRT PERIoD (continuous)

tm lofinglenjoying this party.
fm liking school much better now.
This trip is costing me a lot of money.

We use am./are/is being only to talk about behaviour, not about other things.
lm better now, thanlcs. Are you ready? Is anyone interested?

i

I l i l<e/l 'm liking etc I
We can use some state verbs ih the continuous to talk about a short period of time.

PERIVIANENT snra (simple tenses)

I lwe/enjoy parties.
I like school.
Holidays cost a lot of money.

Sometimes we can use either the simple or the continuous with no difference in meaning.
You look well. ox You're looking well- We feel a bit sad. ox We're feeling a bit sad.

V E R B S



Exercises

States and actions (A)
Tom is on the Internet. He's telling people about himself.
Say which verbs express states and which express actions.

I My flat is in the town centre.
2 I &iveataxiinthedaytime.
3 I own two cars.
4 Igs to lots of parties.
5 I love football.

I thinkit\ goingtofupufectfor me
l've nevq wanted to change it
Ifs too qensfue to buy.

ac'ttorl

I thinkll'm thinking etc {B)
Complete the conversation- Choose the orrect form of the verb.
Emma: Hi, Matthew. What ()) deJrer+leek/are you looking at?
Matthew: Oh, hi. These are photos of me when I was a child.
Emma: Oh, look at this one. (l) I think/I m thinking you look lovely, Matthew.
Matthew: (2) I have/I'm having some more photos here-
Emma: Iook at this. Why sudr a big coat?
Matthew: It was my brother's. That's why (3) it didn't fiVit wasrlt fitting properly.
Emma: Oh, (4) I see/I'm seeing. And (5) you have/I,ou re having )'our t€a here. And in this one

(6) you think/youre thinking about something very serious.
Matthew: This is a photo of the village (7) I come/I'm coming from.
Emma: Oh, that's nice.
Matthew: And I caught this fish,look (8) It weighed/It was weighing about half a hlo.
Emma What a nice little boy! And what a sentimental old thing you are now!

The verb be {B)
Ilut in the correct form of be
) Daniel is doing some of the work He's beingveryhelpful at the moment.
) l'ttr tired. I want to go home.
I The children very polite today. They dont usualh behave so well.
2 I'm afraid Melanie can't come because she..... ,.- ...... ill.
3 Of course you can understand it You........... .. ........ stupid, that's all.
4 We interested in doing a course here.
5 Vicky verylazy at the moment. She's done no work at all today.

I likell'm liking etc (C)
Write a sentence which follows on- Choose from these sentences.

And I've still got a chonce to win.
It uses so much petroL
I play it every weekmil

I
2
3
4
5

I enjoy the gane. I play it every weekend.
I m enjoying the game.
The car costs a lot of money.
The car is costing a lot of money.
I m Iiking mynew job.
I like my job.
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